Hyperfine-field-mediated spin beating in electrostatically bound charge carrier pairs.
Organic semiconductors offer a unique environment to probe the hyperfine coupling of electronic spins to a nuclear spin bath. We explore the interaction of spins in electron-hole pairs in the presence of inhomogeneous hyperfine fields by monitoring the modulation of the current through an organic light emitting diode under coherent spin-resonant excitation. At weak driving fields, only one of the two spins in the pair precesses. As the driving field exceeds the difference in local hyperfine field experienced by electron and hole, both spins precess, leading to pronounced spin beating in the transient Rabi flopping of the current. We use this effect to measure the magnitude and spatial variation in hyperfine field on the scale of single carrier pairs, as required for evaluating models of organic magnetoresistance, improving organic spintronics devices, and illuminating spin decoherence mechanisms.